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New single: Alexa Play This Song Forever 

Why does every generation think that their music is the best music? What is it about the music we listen to during  
our formative years that seems to seep into our consciousnesses in a way music we discover in our later years just  
fails to do? Whilst listening to the radio an old song from my youth came on the radio (Don Henley’s The Boys of  
Summer) and it hit me almost viscerally. Without thinking I asked Alexa to save it and the phrase really resonated  
with me. Later that day Alexa Play This Song Forever was born. With a driving backbeat, an epic guitar solo and  
vocals that explore why some tracks are so special to us, Alexa is a clear cut pop song. A simple performance  
video can be found on YouTube and a steampunk skinned vertical version on Instagram/IGTV.  

All written, performed, recorded, mixed and mastered by Dirk Scarlett. Additional electric guitars Ry Jones. 

Media Links 

      Web: https://dirkscarlett.com 

      iTunes: https://music.apple.com/gb/artist/dirk-scarlett/768233571 

      YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/DirkScarlett 

      Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/dirkscarlett 

      Spotify: https://sptfy.com/dirkscarlett 

      Twitter:  https://twitter.com/Dirk_Scarlett 

      Amazon: https://cutt.ly/2yjf8Te 

      Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/dirkscarlettmusic 

Bio: Any music - as long as it’s GOOD music! 

From Sutton Coldfield, the green heart of the UK, Dirk Scarlett writes, records, mixes & produces all his own  
music. Heavily influenced by epic tunesmiths of the past (Beatles, ELO, ABC, Trevor Horn) he eschews genres,  
instead letting the music find its own path resulting in his unique sound that encompasses pop, rock, powerpop,  
country, folk, even a mariachi song. And his YouTube channel shows just what is possible with an old Iphone 
and a lot of determination. Later this year his first releases will be available as a debut album MYPERSONIC,  
whilst Dirk himself continues to work on tunes for the second album. Clear vocals, thoughtful lyrics, and  
oh so catchy hooks - that’s the Dirk Scarlett way! 
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